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Project Goals

On Twitter, individuals and outlets frequently use the acronym ICYMI to bring links to the attention of others who may not have seen them. ICYMI stands for In Case You Missed It (see figure 1.). The New York Times even has a section at the bottom of its application called “In Case You Missed It” with articles from previous days. On Twitter, it is easy to miss out on information just because you did not check in throughout the day. To a lot of people this ‘missing out’ and the associated experience of exclusion can be agonizing. Even if you do have time at the end of the day to check your Twitter timeline, the manner in which the tweets are presented to you makes it cognitively difficult and time consuming to identify what was happening in moments throughout the day.

Figure 1. The New York Times tweeting an article about ICYMI: “Even the Twitter account for President Obama, one of the few people who can assume that his actions are never missed by the world, occasionally uses ICYMI...” (link to tweet: article)

We aim to create a visualization that will allow a user to see a day’s worth of information from tweets by the people they follow on Twitter.

We will provide an overview of all tweets from accounts a user follows in SeeSoft fashion, explained in full below, with arcs connecting tweets to indicate replies or retweets (similar to TwitArcs). This overview will provide the context for interaction with a TreeMap-style grid displaying tweets identified as potentially notable by retweet or favorite count. We will enable interaction between the two views and an additional ability to view the contents of the tweets themselves and interact with them.

Related Work

In considering design alternatives, we looked both at the academic literature for examples in displaying the content of text and at attempts others have made in visualizing the contents of a Twitter timeline. The literature and examples are discussed below with a summarization of their strengths and weaknesses as related to our goals available in table 1.
SeeSoft, SeeLog, and Information Mural

SeeSoft was proposed by Eick et al in 1992, originally as a way to visualize thousands of lines of computer code at once. Each line of code was represented as a thin row with the color of that row indicating some statistic. Selecting a portion of this overview presented the text at that location in readable form in a separate window. A later paper, Eick 1994, showed additional implementations in color, including one on natural language text from the New Testament (see figures 2 and 3).

Figure 2. A SeeSoft visualization of the SeeSoft code.
TwitArc, discussed below, is an adaption of the SeeSoft technique. Sublime Text, the text editor, has an overview window that is also similar to SeeSoft, including line highlighting based on the colors the code is represented as in the primary view (see figure 4).
Following SeeSoft, SeeLog from Eick and Lucas was designed to view much larger text files, trace files. The SeeLog authors critique SeeSoft for its current implementation not displaying temporal data. As they wrote, “equal increments in text do not correspond to equal increments in time.” (Eick and Lucas 1996) Information Mural, from Jerding and Stasko, extended the SeeSoft idea to show the entirety of an information source in the visual space at one time. This was done to reduce information loss from abstraction or summarization (see figure 5). Jerding and Stasko critiqued SeeSoft for an inability to display all information at one time - because “SeeSoft requires one row of pixels for every line in the file.” (Jerding and Stasko 1998) Both of these critiques, the lack of design for temporal distribution of data and the inability to display all data in one viewing field were considerations we actively considered. We did not be using the highly abstracted marks of SeeLog nor the algorithmic scaling of Information Mural (for SeeLog’s abstracted marks, see figure 6).

Figure 5. This is an example from Jerding and Stasko showing the entirety of a file depicted by lines on the left of the screen.
Figure 6. The SeeLog view has highly abstracted marks for a visualization useful only to trained expert users.


TreeMaps
The original 1991 paper on Treemaps discusses a novel way to display hierarchical information that would be able to maximize the area used to display this data (figure 7). An updated paper discussed improvements in order to better display objects such as images. The algorithms discussed also show ways to group images and ensure that neighboring objects are kept in tact. The hierarchies discussed show innate attributes such as size of the
company in relation to the overall stock market capitalization. Another dimension of data can be applied using opposing colors, showing whether the company’s stock traded up or down for that day (see figure 8).

**Figure 7.** Original treemap.

**Figure 8.** Nested treemap with colored grids.


Bederson, B.B., Shneiderman, B., and Wattenberg, M.
Ordered and Quantum Treemaps: Making Effective Use of 2D Space to Display Hierarchies

**Social Media Visualizations in Research: Streams, Events, and Networks**
Much of the published research on Twitter visualizations focuses on looking at live high-rate streams of data, event exploration and interpretation, and the networks of followers, replies, or mentions. These tools are often focused on teasing out topic models, sentiment analysis, identifying emerging trends, or influential clusters within networks. All of these are outside the problem space of our project. For instance, Diakopoulos et al. developed a workspace, Vox Civitas, for journalists to view tweets related to particular events - including an ability to view the video of an even conjointly with the tweets that appeared at that time and with sentiment analysis tools. TwitInfo, from Marcus et al., also looked at tweets surrounding events, providing visualizations of tweet frequency, geographic dispersion, and a basic pie chart of sentiment. Their main emphasis, though, was “a novel algorithm for peak detection and labeling” and not their visualization.


**Related Twitter Visualizations**

**TwitArcs**
“I've combined some visuals from a side project related to linguistics with Twitter data to create TwitArcs. It takes the latest 100 tweets for a Twitter ID or term of interest and creates a list representation that has arcs connecting messages sent to the same users or that use the same primary term. You can click on the left side to load the tweets for a new user, on the right side to load the tweets for a specific term, and in the middle to visit the actual tweet.” (Figure 9; Neoformix link; Flickr link (video))
Figure 9. A screenshot of a video of TwitArcs in use.

Tweet Emoticon
This map shows the emotional "state" of each state at any given moment. Positive or negative sentiments are loosely determined based on an analysis of key words used in tweets. The realtime data comes from the @PubNub Data Stream Network and PubNub’s out-of-the-box access to the live Twitter stream (figure 10).
(Twitter link)
Recap of Personal Tweets

This is a recap visualization from Twitter that allowed a user to login and view their personal year of tweets in a summarized visualization. While the visualization was attempting to do the same thing that we are attempting to do, it fell short due to the fact that it fails to provide any context to the topics that were discussed. There is very little value to knowing that you tweeted 34 times about data without having some way of seeing what discussions that sparked. This emphasizes the importance of how we provide context of tweets to users. This visualization takes very little advantage of interactive animations which may add some value in highlighting relevant tweets.

(FlowingData link; AdWeek link)

Analogies to Exploratory Data Analysis

There are some parallels between our project and EDA: attempting to identify meaningful information from data using various exploration tools and techniques. Tukey emphasized that, in EDA, “finding the [right] question is often more important than finding the answer”. With our visualization, we acknowledged that we may not be able to consistently answer the question of what happened over a period of time in a user’s Twitter feed with predefined algorithms. Instead, our focus was on helping users discover the right question about what happened in the previous day by providing additional ways for them to interact with their Twitter timeline data.

Tukey, John W. "We need both exploratory and confirmatory." The American Statistician 34.1 (1980): 23-25. (link)
## Related Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related Work</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SeeSoft</td>
<td>overview with details on demand, marking methods</td>
<td>is not designed to deal with temporal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Lens</td>
<td>brushing/linking and EDA foundation</td>
<td>optimized for analysis of quantitative data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TwitArcs</td>
<td>essentially an implementation of SeeSoft but including more sophisticated interaction showing relationships</td>
<td>Current implementation is for one person’s tweets. We have to optimize for a day’s conversation for all followers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Mural</td>
<td>designed to display all information on the screen with no information loss, avoiding</td>
<td>algorithmic complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TreeMap</td>
<td>Quick view of a hierarchy of information. Also allows for interaction to highlight certain areas of the map</td>
<td>It may hide small pockets of information and weight things that we don’t necessarily want to display.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisit - a Twitter wall visualization</td>
<td>Topic-based. Conveys temporal dynamics by emphasizing conversational threads established by retweets and @replies.</td>
<td>Importance of a tweet may be based on quantitative metrics. Clutter likely because of the potentially large amount of tweets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDA Tools</td>
<td>Allows users to understand the data and ask their own questions without predefining them (like with event exploration).</td>
<td>More difficult to do with text data than numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Recap</td>
<td>Highlights topics well. Showcases interesting tweets (Golden Tweet)</td>
<td>A bit static and does not allow much exploration context missing from topics, difficult to understand meaning of the tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet Emotion</td>
<td>Good use of iconography and coloring to clearly display overview of emotions</td>
<td>Doesn’t allow for fine levels of details based on city, county, etc. No animations to better portray a flow of information in real time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summarizing Strengths and Weaknesses
Description of TweetDay

Upon logging in the user is presented a screen divided into two main fields. The SeeSoft-esque view is on the left and the treemap is on the right.
The SeeSoft field displays a line per tweet, the length of the line proportional to the number of characters in each tweet. The line is centered on the middle, creating a mirroring effect. The opposite sides of the line are colored by the number of favorites or retweets of that tweet. The brightness of the color indicates a greater proportional number of favorites or retweets (white being the most). There is an added benefit in displaying both metrics in the same space as sometimes a tweet with have far more favorites than retweets (or the reverse) and that would be quickly signaled to the user in our design. The color disappears as approaching the center with a linear gradient. Hovering over a line brings up a tooltip showing the contents of the tweet and highlights the line (see figure 24). Scrolling through the lines with the j and k keys moves up and down from the latest line viewed and presents a tooltip showing the tweet (see figure 25).

To the left of the lines are blue curves linking together a tweet that is a reply to the tweet to which it is in reply. Hovering over a curve brings up a tooltip showing the two tweets and highlights the lines representing those tweets.

To the right of the lines is a brush tool that allows the user to change the selection of tweets. It initially loads at the fullest extent. Changing the selection updates the tweets visible in the treemap.
Figure 14. Note the brush tool used to reduce the tweets visible in the treemap.

The treemap field displays the tweets in boxes. The sizes of the boxes are determined by the number of favorites or retweets for that tweet (the metric can be toggled at the top). If the tweet has a media attached (a picture or video), the media is displayed in place of any text. If the media is a video it can be played from within the treemap by right-clicking on the image. Hovering over a box brings up a tooltip showing the contents of the tweet and highlights the line representing that tweet in the SeeSoft field. This highlighting grants the user the benefit of seeing the larger context within which that tweet was made. As noted above, the brush links with the treemap to update the field of available tweets represented. A user can also select to only see pictures or only see images in the treemap.
Figure 15. The image is hovered over, bringing up the tooltip displaying the image and name of the account making the tweet, the full text of the tweet along with a larger view of the image, and the number of favorites and retweets while the location of the tweet is highlighted in blue in the left field.

Tools

We used Twitter’s REST API to initially pull data from Daniel’s newsfeed and used a static JSON file to build our preliminary visualization. After we had made progress on the visualization, we decided that we would get better feedback from users if we were able to let them use their own data in the visualization. Therefore, we implemented a simple Python Flask server that used the OAuth library to access Twitter’s REST API to start pulling data dynamically. We initially attempted to make the application available through Amazon’s EC2 servers, however, decided that Heroku offered a better solution. The application is currently hosted on Heroku and is capable of running smoothly on a very small server because most of the work is done on the client side.

Some initial design work was done in Illustrator to create visual mockups to better represent the our hybrid combination of SeeSoft, TwitArcs, and a TreeMap. Images, video screen shots, and actual tweets were copied into the architecture to a give a sense of how the actual application would look and feel like.
Our primary tool for creating the visualization was D3.js. D3 has a built-in functionality to create treemaps and svg lines for the SeeSoft implementation. Additionally, the fact that it was built with Javascript gave us the flexibility to create the type of interactions that we needed that tools like Tableau or Highcharts were capable of providing. This was particularly the case with the Bézier curves, which are a reappropriation of D3 functionality that we were able to use for the TwitArcs. Since there were four of us working on the same code at the same time, we decided to use Git/Github to manage our application. This created some overhead in terms of merging and managing different branches, however, the ultimate benefit of Git was evident in our efficiency in our ability to make changes to the application.

**Design and Development Process**

1. **Initial Designs**

Our very first designs attempted to present tweets to users on a scatter plot. This involved using most of the design space to represent only two variables, time and individual, while attempting to put too much information (number of retweets or favorites, media included, signifier of being a retweet, etc.) into the mark of the tweet itself.

![Figure 16. Our first design attempt on an index card.](image)

Initial usability testing was quick and cheap — random twitter users in the school — were asked to interpret the design. Feedback from target users helped focus our designs on providing clear context and ready access to content. We did not find any “brick walls” — problems so serious that users cannot get past them. Anyone but project designers and engineers can be used (they tend to act as "expert reviewers" because they are too close to the project). Our next designs incorporated the benefits SeeSoft brought to visualizing text and
treemap brought to using the whole design space to display content. These designs were also heavily motivated by TwitArcs.

Figure 17. The final design before development began. See also figures 19 and 20.

2. Static data and reviewed
In order to validate that we could get the type of information that we needed from the Twitter API, we created a script to pull data from the Twitter API and save it as a static JSON file. We had to make some modifications to our script to account for some type changes, however, we were able to find almost all of the data that we needed for our visualization in the retrieved data.

3. Base Canvas
To have a similar starting point for our application, we decided to create some base code to put all of our visualizations in. This would allow us to work on the different aspects of the visualization separately, but, still be able to integrate the various components into the master layout file. To do this, we created the directory structure and a set of html and css files, along with the supporting JS and D3.js files. Within the HTML file, we created two separate SVG elements, one for SeeSoft and the other for the treemap. We styled these elements to have the desired width and height. We then added some small D3 code snippets that we know we
would have to use, such as the code to read in the JSON and drawing some basic SVG elements on the page. This initial code base was shared with git/Github, which allowed us to work separately on different aspects as described in the following section.

4. Task Management and Process

We used Trello to coordinate tasks between us and to help us keep track of who was working on a particular feature so that we did not duplicate each other’s work (see figure 18). Daniel and Vijay worked primarily on the SeeSoft and Béizer line implementations while Andy and Nikhil created the Treemap (see initial implementations in figure 21). Each feature was broken into smaller, more manageable tasks, so that none of us were overwhelmed with a given task. For example, on the SeeSoft implementation, we started initially with drawing a line for each tweet, then focused on making the line length equivalent to the length of the tweet, and then worked on creating color gradients for each of the lines. This process of breaking problems into smaller problems was extremely useful for us since none of us had any tangible experience with using Javascript at this scale. Additionally, we created separate feature branches on Git so that we could separate concerns and only merged to our master branch once we verified that the feature was working and was tested.

![Figure 18. The Trello dashboard we used to organize our efforts.](image)

Results

Our goal was to create a visualization that presented a bigger picture of the tweets that a user might see during a day on Twitter. We wanted to move away from the standard Twitter timeline which presents a linear chronological view. We wanted to test if this view was useful by simply asking users if they would rather use this than the Twitter application or website. One user expressed significant frustration, decrying his concern that our visualization made him want to engage with Twitter more.
Some of the quotes from our users were

“This is making me want to read Twitter more.”

“This is definitely something that I would want to use.”

“I don’t think anything like this exists and I would like to use it when it comes out.”

Many users recognized the problem we had identified of a fear of missing out and the difficulty of ensuring conversations and events occurring throughout the day were not missed. The visualization did provide them an overview that provided a measure of a significant period of time. Multiple users while engaging with the visualization identified tweets through the coloring of the lines or that “popped out” in the treemap and remarked they would probably not have seen the tweet or noted its importance if using the standard Twitter timeline. In addition, users noted that seeing a visual “map” of the information sources they follow on Twitter was useful to them.

The goal not achieved was enabling reply and retweet interaction from within the visualization. Enabling this would largely have required more configuration and interaction with the Twitter API. Our initial experience with the API helped us realize that a significant amount of time could be spent, if we so wished, navigating the API alone. We even had to make code changes to accurately render multimedia content due to a change in the data object. We went back to the original scope of our project and in the end we focused our efforts on the visualization itself. However, we acknowledge what users said, that the lack of reply and retweet interaction would be a hurdle in their adopting this visualization.

An observation from multiple users was that locating the tweets with the most favorites or retweets in the bottom right corner of the treemap seemed a surprising choice. Changing the construction of the treemap to locate those tweets on the top left is something we would like to test. One benefit would be keeping the user’s locus of attention more towards the center of the screen, closer to the SeeSoft-esque visualization and better able to benefit from the interaction between the two main fields.

There were two observations concerning the curves indicating replies. First, many pairs of replying and replied to tweets were part of larger conversations. A further step would involve identifying when that is the case and possibly showing more than just those two tweets when a user hovered over the reply curve. Second, many of the replies were from the same person initiating the conversation and continuing it -- a form of “tweet chaining” that links thoughts together to overcome Twitter’s character limit (see figure 23).

We also failed to indicate in some fashion which tweets were retweets. One option considered was different colored curves. We could also have implemented a button to toggle a highlight of all retweets or to remove all retweets from the dataset being viewed. It would perhaps be
interesting to users to compare the treemap with and without retweeted tweets from those not being followed.

The amount of data and interactions being presented to the user and the various purposes to which the user may have wished to put TweetDay made it clear in the end that a larger and more structured user testing phase would be beneficial.
Appendix I. Links

i. Here is the live implementation where users can sign in and see TweetDay’s visualization of the tweets from those they follow: http://dry-dusk-4832.herokuapp.com

ii. Here is an implementation with stored data: http://dry-dusk-4832.herokuapp.com/demo
Appendix II. Division of Work

The work on this project was conducted with considerable collaboration among all members. Most of the work was conducted during sustained development periods in shared settings which allowed for mutual code reviews, pair programming, and minimal friction to collaboration. The following table provides a summary of the breakdown of tasks while should not be seen as indicating a lack of contribution by any one individual. The difficulty and importance of the tasks are not equivalent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Contributor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Visualization Designs</td>
<td>ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial pull for static data</td>
<td>Daniel and Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GitHub Guru</td>
<td>Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeeSoft</td>
<td>Vijay and Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base implementation</td>
<td>Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear gradient</td>
<td>Daniel (w/ Vijay integrating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scaling and mirroring</td>
<td>Andy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brush</td>
<td>Daniel and Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highlighting on hover</td>
<td>Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keyboard scrolling (j/k)</td>
<td>Daniel (w/ Vijay integrating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TreeMap</td>
<td>Nikhil and Andy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base implementation</td>
<td>Andy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrating Twitter data with the treemap</td>
<td>Nikhil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photos and videos view</td>
<td>Nikhil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tooltip integration</td>
<td>Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrating SeeSoft hover highlighting</td>
<td>Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply Arcs (Bézier curves)</td>
<td>Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highlighting on hover and tooltip</td>
<td>Daniel and Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Visual Design</td>
<td>Andy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooltip Design</td>
<td>Andy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flask Implementation</td>
<td>Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroku Implementation</td>
<td>Vijay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Write Up</td>
<td>ALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix III. Additional Screenshots

Below are more screenshots of TweetDay and its design and development.

Figure 19.
Figure 21. Initial implementations of the lines and curves.

Figure 22. One of the first views of the combined fields.
Figure 23. When an account replies to itself it is depicted the same as other replies.

Figure 24. Hovering over a line brings up a tooltip.
Figure 25. Scrolling through the lines on the left with the j and k keys presents the tooltip on the upper left.